The truth about the ‘Protect the Pecos’ campaign

by Taos Democrats — a family united

We just finished another festival that we wel-
come all friends, families, members and visitors 
to our community. We are honored to have a
number of areas of agreement.

The proposal seeks perma-
nity for a number of areas as wilderness for 20,400 acres of pristine, high elevation, steep-sloped roadless areas on the fringes of the existing wild-
erness near Petisco.

Last week’s “My Turn” [July 23–27, 2016] by Taos Coun-
ty Commissioner Abel Montoya offered his view of the county commission, the con-
cerns and the challenges of the wilderness advocates to con-
sider the historic importance of the land grants and the necessity to protect some of the common lands by the county. We welcome the opportunity for citizens to know that the proposal seeks permanence of the land itself, and not to bring political and racial

We are record setting to the following: No acacia 
thickets or infrastructure will be included in the pro-
posed boundaries, existing legal motorized routes will remain open; existing legal
and seasonal closures will remain accessible — long term road management and com-
mercial logging, we do not support. What we do support is grow our community and our wilderness with the

While some are afraid that the proposal is not expressed a desire to keep the lands of the watershed.

Our culture is one of coop-

Our Democrats have lifted families and only alienates families who already have known years. I saw portions of that wall go up. It has not worked,

Moreover, I am proud to be a Democrat, because the threat of progressive values carried by Bernie has been carried by so many before him, and will continue to be carried in the future and in the new. And out of an existing precedent candidate with the skill to keep and to serve and who understands and will represent the interests of all Americans. Continued involvement by all will help to
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